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While placing a hairtube-trapping device near a Kit Fox natal den, I observed a juvenile Kit Fox exhibit aggressive behaviour
towards my presence. Although Kit Foxes usually are not aggressive, my observation demonstrated that some Kit Foxes defend
their natal dens when alarmed.
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Kamler et al. (2000) reported an incident where a
juvenile male Swift Fox (Vulpes velox) exhibited
aggressive behaviors toward researchers. Like the Swift
Fox, Kit Foxes are usually acquiescent and do not
readily display aggression toward humans (when not
trapped). Similar to the observations of Kamler et al.
(2000), I witnessed the aggressive behaviour of a radio-
collared juvenile Kit Fox as I was placing prototype
hairtube traps (Clark et al. 2003) in the vicinity of its
natal den. As I was placing the trap, the male pup
aggressively approached me with a series of sharp
barks. He circled around me within 3 m – sniffing and
barking. He then stuck his head into the hairtube trap
twice while I was watching him, but did not remove any
bait. He continued to pace around me and bark for about
10 min. This observation occurred at 20:45 on 25 May
1999, along the California Aqueduct, near Lost Hills,
Kern County, California, 35°36.98'N, 119°41.66'W
(WGS84/NAD83). It was dark at the time; sunset was
at 20:03. The natal den was being used by two adult
(male and female) Kit Foxes and three male pups. All
five Kit Foxes were radio-collared, with the juveniles
being trapped and radio-collared on 3 May 1999.
It appeared that the juvenile was protecting the natal
den area and was curious to discover my reaction
toward his aggressive approaches. Aggressive foxes that
readily approach potential danger might experience a
higher rate of mortality than those that select to run and
take cover in dens. By November 1999, two of these
juveniles were killed by Coyotes (Canis latrans) and
one had presumably dispersed (Clark 2001). Coyotes
are a common source of mortality for Kit Foxes (Ralls
and White 1995). My observation suggests that some
Kit Foxes will defend their natal areas and aggressively
approach potential threats to themselves and family
members, as also described in Kamler et al. (2000).
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